PBCA Implementation: COHHIO concerns and recommendations
(some discussed at 7/19 meeting, others new.
7/27/11
1. Handling tenant complaints
• accept tenant questions and complaints from in writing, by toll free
phone number and by email. Respond in the same format unless
tenant requests a different form of response.
• permit 3rd party complaints from stakeholders (family members,
health and social service providers). Probably need to require some
kind of tenant authorization before accepting a 3rd party complaint.
• accept "tenant on tenant complaints" and reviewed later with
manager to determine how manager dealt with the problem.
• post OHFA contact info on site and monitor posting when conducting
a site visit.
• follow up with tenant complainant after management provides self
certification of resolution of the complaint. Was the problem resolved
to the tenants satisfaction?
• use tenant complaints in planning Management Review site visits.
• give tenants referrals to 3rd parties for problems which cannot be
addressed by OHFA, eg.
• Legal Aid Society for legal questions.
• COHHIO for questions about tenants organizations and
assistance finding 'stabilizing' services.
• Local fair housing agency and/or COHHIO for fair housing
questions, complaints
2. Conducting Management Operations Review (MOR) site visits.
• notice to the tenants one month before site visit to submit comments,
questions, concerns. In particular ask tenants to provide information
about conditions which the reviewer would be unlikely to observe,
eg. parking lot lighting, standing water after a rain, etc.
• provide a questionnaire to tenants prior to MOR so that tenants can
comment on "the landlord tenant relationship" portion of the MOR.
Two suits and the property manager walking up to a tenant at
random in a common area and asking "how do you like living here?"
is unlikely to yield useful responses.
• When units are inspected, the reviewer, not manager, should select
units at random on the day of the inspection. Presumably manager
has sent out a 24 hour notice to tenants in advance of the MOR site
visit so that there are no

access issues.
• Ask to see the written grievance procedure and other mandatory
documents. Don't just ask if it is on site. Ask for documentation of
how grievances have been addressed.
3. Using MOR reports to identify Preservation risks
• Need a system for reviewer to flag risk factors up to the OHFA level,
not wait for a random review.
• OHFA should develop a policy on when and how to share risk
indications with OPC, other preservation advocates?

